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ABSTRACT 
MANET (mobile ad-hoc network) is a network model which is infrastructure- less. It consists of mobile 

networks which are free to move and the communication between them are wireless. Due to lack of any 

centralized infrastructure and access to trusted authorities, the security in MANET poses a huge threat. 
The conventional method of certificate revocation is not applicable in such mobile communication. The 

prominent routing protocols we know are generally designed for non-adversarial environments, where the 

nodes within a network are non-malicious, unselfish and well-behaving. The reality however is that in any 

network, there are likely to be malicious, selfish or miss-behaving nodes which have intentions of 
disrupting the routing protocol. Owing to the vulnerable nature of the mobile ad hoc network, there are 

numerous security threats that disturb the development of it. In this paper we make a review of all the 

threats faced by the commonly known routing protocols, and classify these attacks. Brief descriptions of 
these attacks are given, mainly emphasizing on the network level attacks. Further we briefly review the 

existing secured MANET routing protocols to tackle these attacks and discuss their efficiency and 

shortcomings. 
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INTRODUCTION  
Security in Mobile Ad-Hoc Network is the most important concern for the basic functionality of network. 

MANETs often suffer from security attacks because of its features like open medium, changing its 

topology dynamically, lack of central monitoring and management, cooperative algorithms, wireless links 
and no clear defense mechanism. These factors have changed the battle field situation for the MANETs 

against the security threats. 

Attacks and Exploits on Existing Routing Protocols 

There are a wide variety of attacks that target the weakness of MANET (Milanovic, 2004). For example, 
routing messages are an essential component of mobile network communications, as each packet needs to 

be passed quickly through intermediate nodes, which the packet must traverse from a source to the 

destination.  
Mobile nodes present within the range of wireless link can overhear and even participate in the network. 

Malicious routing attacks can target the routing discovery or maintenance phase by not following the 

specifications of the routing protocols. There are also attacks that target some particular routing protocols, 
such as DSR, or AODV.  

More sophisticated and subtle routing attacks have been identified in recent published papers, such as the 

Blackhole (or sinkhole) (Milanovic, 2004; Ullah, 2010; Al-Shurman, 2004; Byzantine and Lamport, 

1982; Alam, 2011; Grayhole and Shanmuganathan, 2012) and Wormhole attacks (Thalor, 2013; Maulik, 
2011). Currently routing security is one of the hottest research areas in MANET. 

General Classification of Attacks 

There are various kinds of attacks in MANETs and they have been classified on the basis of layers or 
protocol stack, behavior, type of packets and source of the attacks in this paper.   
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The attacks in MANET can roughly be classified into two major categories, namely Passive Attacks and 

Active Attacks (Rai, 2010; Razak), according to the attack means, as shown in Table 1. Passive Attack 

obtains data exchanged in the network without disrupting the operation of the communications, while an 
active attack involves information interruption, modification, or fabrication, thereby disrupting the normal 

functionality of a MANET.                                                                  

Table: 1 Active and Passive Attacks 

 
 

Active attacks 

1.Repudiation 

2.SYN flooding 

3.Gray hole attacks 

4.Blackhole attacks 

5.Jellyfish attack 

6.Jamming (Muraleedharan, 2006) 

 

Passive attacks 

1.Snooping- Unauthorized  access  to  another  person's  data 

2.Eavesdropping attacks-  Captures packets from the network 

transmitted by others' computers 

   
The attacks can also be classified into two categories, namely External Attacks and Internal Attacks (Rai, 

2010; Razak), the domain of the attacks, as shown in Table 2.  

Some papers refer to outsider and insider attacks. External attacks are carried out by nodes that do not 
belong to the domain of the network. Internal attacks are from compromised nodes, which are actually 

part of the network.  

Internal attacks are more severe when compared with outside attacks since the insider knows valuable and 

secret information, and possesses privileged access rights (Gagandeep, 2012). 

 

Table 2: External and Internal Attacks 

 

 

         Internal attacks 

1.SYN flooding 

2.Jamming 

3.Blackhole attack 

4.Byzantine attack 

5.Internal eavesdropping 

 

          External attacks 

1.DOS attacks(Yang (2004)) 

2.Packet dropping 

 
Attacks can also be classified according to network protocol stacks (Xiao, 2006; Wu, 2006).  

Table 3 shows an example of classification of security attacks based on protocol stacks (Makkar, 2011) 

some attacks can be launched at multiple layers (Mamatha, 2010).  
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Table 3: Attacks on different attscks 

                 Layers                       Attacks                Purpose 

 

 
Application Layer 

Mobile virus, worm attack Infect operating system or 

application softwares 
Repudiation Deny participation in all or part 

of communication 

 

 

Transport Layer 

 

SYN flooding Deny legitimate service access 

Session Hijacking 

 

Malicious  nodes  behave  as  a 

legitimate system 

 

Network Layer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gray hole attack Forwards  all packets to certain 

nodes but may drop packets 
coming from or destined to 

specific nodes 

 

Black hole attack Drop intercepted messages 

Co operative black hole attack Drop intercepted messages 

Worm hole attack Disrupt network routing 

IP spoofing attack Hides the address of the packet 

Byzantine attack Disruption or degradation of the 
routing services 

SYBIL attack Tries to degrade the integrity of 

data, security and resource 
utilization that the distributed 

algorithm attempts to achieve. 

Information disclosure Leak confidential or important 
information to unauthorized 

nodes present in the network 

Resource consumption attack Tries  to  waste  away  resources  
of  other  nodes  present  in  the 

network 

Jelly fish attack Delays data packets 

unnecessarily for some amount 
of time before forwarding them 

Routing attacks: 

Route overflow 

 

The attacker creates routes to 
nonexistent nodes 

Route table poisoning congestion in portions of the 

network 
Rushing attack Unable to find secure routes 

Packet replication 

 

Replicates  stale  packets 

Sleep deprivation attack The resources of the specific 
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node/nodes of the network  are 

consumed by constantly keeping 

them engaged in routing 
decisions 

MAC Layer 

 

Jamming To hinder error-free reception at 

the receiver side 

Multi-layer attacks 
 

 
DoS attack 

Deny legitimate service access 

SYN flooding Congestion in network 

Impersonation 
 

Change  the  configuration  of 
the  system  as  a  super-user  

who  has  special  privileges. 

Other attacks 

 

 

Location disclosure 

With the help of traffic analysis 

techniques an attacker is able to 
discover the location of a node, 

and the structure of the network. 

Blackmail attack Isolates legitimate nodes from 
the network 

Node isolation attack Isolates a given node from 

communicating with other nodes 

in the network 
Invisible node attack 

 

 

Participates in a protocol 

without revealing its identity 

 

Some security attacks use stealth, whereby the attackers try to hide their actions from either an individual 

who is monitoring the system or an intrusion detection system (IDS) (Smaha, 1988; Mukherjee, 1994). 

But other attacks such as DoS(Denko) cannot be made stealth. Some attacks are non-cryptography 
related, and others are cryptography primitive attacks (Boora, 2013; Wu, 2006). Table 4 shows 

cryptography primitive attacks and some examples. 

 

Table 4: Primitive Attacks 

Cryptography Primitive Attacks Examples 

Pseudorandom Number Attack 

(Kaufman, 2002) 

Nonce,timestamp,intialization vector(IV) 

Digital Signature Attack (Mehuron, 

1994). 

RSA signature, ElGamal signature, Digital Signature 

Standard(DSS) 

Hash Collision Attack (Wang, 2004) SHA-0,MD4,MD5,HAVAL-128,RIPEMD 

Security Handshake Attacks Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol, Needham-Schroeder 
protocol 

 

Network Layer Attacks 
Now we are briefly discussing about the different attacks and their solutions, and we mostly emphasize on 

the Network Level. 
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Black Hole Attacks 

Most frequent attack happened here is stop forwarding the data packets. If we consider a malicious node 

which keeps waiting for its neighbor node to initiate RREQ packet (Al-Shurman, 2004; Chandure, 2011). 
As a node receives the RREQ packet, it will send a false RREP packet instantly with a modified high 

sequence number. So that the source node will assume that there is a new route is available towards the 

destination. The source node ignores the RREP packet from the other nodes including the correct nodes 
where it automatically denies the other nodes and it will start sending the packets towards the malicious 

nodes (Guan, 2012). Then the malicious node takes all the routes towards itself and it doesn’t allow 

forwarding the packets anywhere. This type of attack will happen frequently which is severe to find out 

and we use a detection techniques to solve these attacks. This attack is called a black hole where it 
swallows all the data. In the paper (Bala, 2009) it has been simulated that the Blackhole attack which is 

one of the possible attacks on AODV routing protocol in mobile ad hoc networks by the help of network 

simulator (NS-2). The simulation results show the packet loss, throughput, and end-to-end delay with 
Blackhole and without Blackhole on AODV in MANET. It analyzed that the packet loss increases in the 

network with a Blackhole node. 

 
Figure 1: Black Hole 

 

Gray Hole Attacks  

A variation of black hole attack is the gray hole attack, in which the nodes will drop the packets 
selectively. Selective forward attack is of two types they are 

• Dropping all UDP packets while forwarding TCP packets. 

• Dropping 50% of the packets or dropping them with a probabilistic distribution. These are the attacks 
that seek to disrupt the network without being detected by the security measures. 

Gray hole (Shanmuganathan, 2012) is a node that can switch from behaving correctly to behaving like a 

black hole that is it is actually an attacker and it will act as a normal node. So we can’t identify easily the 

attacker since it behaves as a normal node. Every node maintains a routing table that stores the next hop 
node information which is a route packet to destination node (Vishnu, 2010). If a source node is in need 

to route a packet to the destination node it uses a specific route and it will be checked in the routing table 

whether it is available or not. If a node initiates a route discovery process by broadcasting Route Request 
(RREQ) message to its neighbor, by receiving the route request message the intermediate nodes will 

update their routing tables for reverse route to the source (Arya, 2011). A route reply message is sent back 

to the source node when the RREQ query reaches either to the destination node or to any other node 
which has a current route to destination. 

Gray-Hole attack has its own characteristic behavior. It too drops DATA packets, but node’s malicious 

activity is limited to certain conditions or trigger. Two most common type of behavior:   

(i)  Node dependent attack – drops DATA packets destined towards a certain victim node or coming from 
certain node (figure 2), while for other nodes it behaves normally by routing DATA packets to the 

destination nodes correctly.   
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(ii) Time dependent attack – drops DATA packets based on some predetermined/trigger time while 

behaving normally during the other instances (figure 3).  

 
 

Figure 2: Gray Hole - Node Dependent Attack 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Gray Hole - Time Dependent Attack 

 

Co-operative Blackhole Attack  
A cooperative black hole attack is when several malicious nodes work together as a group (Ramaswamy, 

2008). The black hole attack is one of the security attacks that occur in mobile ad hoc networks 

(MANETs). In this article (Min, 2009), the routing security issues and the problem of coordinated attack 
by multiple black holes acting in group in MANET are addressed in detail. Two authentication 

mechanisms, based on the hash function, the message authentication code (MAC) and the pseudo random 

function (PRF), are proposed to provide fast message verification and group identification, identify 

multiple black holes cooperating with each other and to discover the safe routing avoiding cooperative 
black hole attack. 

Wormhole Attack 

In this (Maulik, 2011; Hu, 2006), an attacker receives packets at one point in the network, ―tunnels‖ them 
to another point in the network, and then replays them into the network from that point. For tunneled 

distances longer than the normal wireless transmission range of a single hop, it is simple for the attacker 

to make the tunneled packet arrive with better metric than a normal multihop route, for example through 
use of a single long-range directional wireless link or through a direct wired link to a colluding attacker. 

The wormhole attack involves the cooperation between two attacking nodes. One attacker captures 

routing traffic at one point of the network and tunnels it to another point in the network that shares a 

private high speed communication link between the attackers, and then selectively injects tunnel traffic 
back into the network. The two colluding attacker can potentially distort the topology and establish routes 

under the control over the wormhole link (Baras, 2007; Mahajan, 2008; Chiu, 2006). 
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Figure 4: Worm Hole Attack 

 

Wormhole  attack  can  be  done  with single  node  also  but  generally  two  or  more malicious node 

connects via a  wormhole-link. In figure 4, Node X and Y performing wormhole attack.  

IP Spoofing Attack  

IP address spoofing (Saha, 2010) refers to the creation of Internet Protocol packets with a forged source 

IP address, called spoofing, it is a method of attacking a network in order to gain unauthorized access. 
The distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack is a serious threat to the legitimate use of the Internet. 

The  attack  is  based  on  the  fact  that  Internet communication  between  distant  computers  is  

routinely handled by routers which find the best route by examining the destination address. It is most 

frequently used in denial-of-service attacks. In such attacks, the goal is to flood the victim with 
overwhelming amounts of traffic, and the attacker does not care about receiving responses to the attack 

packets. Packets with spoofed addresses are thus suitable for such attacks. They have additional 

advantages for this purpose—they are more difficult to filter since each spoofed packet appears to come 
from a different address, and they hide the true source of the attack. Denial of service attacks that use 

spoofing typically randomly choose addresses from the entire IP address space, though more sophisticated 

spoofing mechanisms might avoid unroutable addresses or unused portions of the IP address space. The 

proliferation of large botnets makes spoofing less important in denial of service attacks, but attackers 
typically have spoofing available as a tool, if they want to use it, so defenses against denial-of-service 

attacks that rely on the validity of the source IP address in attack packets might have trouble with spoofed 

packets (Templeton, 2003). Backscatter, a technique used to observe denial-of-service attack activity in 
the Internet, relies on attackers' use of IP spoofing for its effectiveness. 

Byzantine Attack  
 In  this  attack (Alam, 2011; Sofi, 2012), a compromised  intermediate  node  or  a  set  of  compromised  
intermediate  nodes  works  in collusion and carries out attacks such as creating routing loops, forwarding 

packets on non-optimal paths and selectively dropping packets  which results in disruption or degradation 

of the routing services. It is hard to detect byzantine failures. The network would seem to be operating 

normally in the viewpoint of the nodes, though it may actually be showing Byzantine behavior (Lamport, 
1982). 

Sybil Attack   

SYBIL (Llewellyn-Jones, 2009; Brooke, 2010; Guette, 2007) attack manifests itself by allowing 
malicious users obtaining multiple fake identities by pretending to be multiple, distinct nodes in the 

system. This way the malicious nodes can control the decisions of the system, especially if the decision 
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process involves voting or any type of collaboration. A reputation system's vulnerability to a Sybil attack 

depends on how cheaply identities can be generated, the degree to which the reputation system accepts 

inputs from entities that do not have a chain of trust linking them to a trusted entity, and whether the 
reputation system treats all entities identically (Piro, 2006; Saha, 2010). 

 

 
Figure 5: Sybil Attack 

 
In figure 5, node M1 assumes identities of M2, M3, M4, and M5. So, to node B, M1 is equivalent to those 

nodes 

Information Disclosure  
Any  confidential  information  exchange  must  be  protected  during  the  communication  process. Also,  

the critical  data  stored  on  nodes  must  be  protected  from  unauthorized  access.  In ad- hoc networks, 

such information may contain anything, e.g., the specific status details of a node, the location of nodes, 

private keys or secret keys, passwords, and so on. Sometimes the control data are more critical for 
security than the traffic data. For instance,  the  routing  directives in packet  headers  such  as  the  

identity  or location  of the  nodes  can  be  more  valuable  than  the  application-level  messages. A 

compromised node may leak confidential or important information to unauthorized nodes present in the 
network. Such information may contain  information  regarding  the  network  topology,  geographic  

location  of  nodes  or  optimal  routes  to authorized nodes in the network (Basagni, 2004). 

Eclipse Attack   
A pattern of misbehavior called an eclipse attack, which consists of the gradual poisoning of good 

(uncompromised) nodes' routing tables with links to a conspiracy of adversarial nodes (compromised 

nodes) (Hu, 2004; Schütte, 2006).  

Resource Consumption Attack  
 In this attack (Murthy, 2006), an attacker  tries  to  consume  or  waste  away  resources  of  other  nodes  

present  in  the network. The resources that are targeted are battery power, bandwidth, and computational 

power, which are only limitedly available in ad hoc wireless networks. The attacks could be in the form of 
unnecessary requests for routes, very frequent generation of beacon packets, or forwarding of stale 

packets to nodes. Using up the battery power of another node by keeping that node always busy by 

continuously pumping packets to that node is known as a sleep deprivation attack (Pirretti, 2006). 

Jellyfish Attack  
JELLYFISH affects (Aad, 2004) packet end-to-end delay and the delay jitter but not packet delivery ratio 

or throughput. A jellyfish attacker first needs to intrude into the multicast forwarding group. It then delays 

data packets unnecessarily for some amount of time before forwarding them. This results in significantly 
high end-to-end delay and thus degrades the performance of real applications. Jellyfish attack is a kind of 

DOS (Denial of service) attack in which attackers or malicious nodes try to increase packet end-to-end 
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delay and delay jitter. Before applying attack jellyfish attacker first gain access to the routing group in 

mobile ad hoc network. This can be possible by performing Rushing attack. According to change in 

number of senders, receivers and attack position scenarios will get change in jellyfish attack (Khirasariya, 
2012). 

Misrouting Attack  

This attack is also known as manipulation of network traffic attack. This is a very simple way for a node 
to disturb the protocol operation by announcing that it has better route than the existing one. In the 

misrouting attack, a on-legitimate node redirects the routing message and transfers data packet to the 

wrong target (Sanzgiri, 2002).    

Routing Attacks  

Route Overflow 

In the case of routing table overflow (Huang, 2004), the attacker creates routes to nonexistent nodes. The 

goal is to create enough routes to prevent new routes from being created or to overwhelm the protocol 
implementation. In the case of  proactive  routing  algorithms  we  need  to  discover  routing information 

even before it is needed, while in the case of reactive algorithms we need to find a route only when  it is  

needed. Thus main objective of such an attack is to cause an overflow of the routing tables, which would 
in turn prevent the creation of entries corresponding to new routes to authorized nodes. 

Route table Poisoning 

In  routing  table  poisoning (Agrawal, 2011), the compromised  nodes  present  in  the  networks send  

fictitious  routing  updates  or  modify  genuine  route  update  packets  sent  to  other  authorized  nodes. 
Routing table poisoning may result in sub-optimal routing, congestion in portions of the network, or even 

make some parts of the network inaccessible. 

 

Figure 4: Rushing Attack 

 

Rushing Attack  

A rushing attacker exploits this duplicate suppression mechanism by quickly forwarding route discovery 

packets in order to gain access to the forwarding group/ to increase the probability of being included in a 
route/ to invade into routing paths. Its target is to multicast routing protocols that use a duplicate 

suppression mechanism in order to reduce routing overheads. It quickly forwards route discovery 

(control) packets by skipping processing or routing steps. Rushing attack otherwise, falsely sending 

malicious control messages and then forwards the packet firstly than clear node reachable.  
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Rushing attacks (Al-Shahrani, 2011) in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) cause system resources to 

become scarce and isolates legitimate users from the network. Therefore, this sort of attack significantly 

influences network connectivity and weakens networking functions and capabilities such as control and 
message delivery (Hu, 2003).  

In  AODV  or  related  protocol,  each  node before transmitting its  data, first establishes a valid  route  to  

destination.  Sender node broadcasts a RREQ (route request) message in neighborhood and valid routes 
replies with RREP (route reply) with proper route information. Some of the protocols use duplicate 

suppression mechanism to limit the route request and reply chatter in the network. Rushing attack exploits 

this duplicate suppression mechanism.  

Rushing attacker quickly forwards with a malicious RREP on behalf of some other node skipping any 
proper processing. Due to duplicate suppression, actual valid RREP message from valid node will be 

discarded and consequently the attacking node becomes part of the route. In rushing attack, attacker node 

does send packets to proper node after its own filtering is done, so from outside the network behaves 
normally as if nothing happened.  But it might increase the delay in packet delivering to destination node 

(De, 2011). 

Blackmail Attack   
In a blackmail attack (Konate, 2011), or more effectively a cooperative blackmail attack, malicious nodes 

complain against an honest node to make other nodes that need to send data to believe that routing 

through the victim is harmful. Such attacks can prevent senders from choosing the best route to the 

destination thereby hampering efficiency and throughput in the network.  
In a blackmail attack, malicious nodes libel legitimate nodes and make them unreachable. Moreover, a 

blackmail attack is not effective because a node cannot cause a route or link to be blacklisted if it is not 

part of that route or link. 
In the above section we have briefly described the different network layer attacks and other attacks faced 

by MANET protocols followed by a comparative study of various routing schemes against the most 

widely known attacks in MANET.  

 

Secure MANET Routing Protocols 

The types of attacks that we reviewed in the previous Section  cannot be ignored, since it will give rise to 

the vulnerability in the network and might highly affect the efficiency of the system. Security mechanisms 
are therefore necessary to mitigate against these eventualities. This section reviews some of the roupting 

security schemes which have been proposed to address the security shortcomings of these protocols.  

 
Figure 1: Classification of Secure MANET Routing Protocols 

 

Secure MANET Routing Protocols

Basic Routing 
Security Schemes

Trust Based 
Routing 
Schemes

Incentive 
Based Routing 

Schemes

Schemes 
which employ 
detection and 

isolation 
mechanism 
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Basic Routing Security Schemes 

The routing schemes which fall in this category provide authentication services which guard against 

modification and replaying of routing control messages, but they do not attempt to provide solutions for 
issues such as the dropping of packets by selfish or malicious nodes.  

We commence the review with one of the earlier proposals. Binkley and Trost (2001) presented an 

authenticated link-level ad hoc routing protocol which uses ICMP router discovery message (Deering, 
1991) to discover mobile-IP nodes. It extended the ICMP router discovery packet format to include the 

MAC (Media Access Control) and IP address of the sender, and authentication info that can be used to 

verify the broadcast beacon. The protocol requires nodes to have shared secret keys for generating 

message authentication codes which are used to authenticate the routing control messages. 
Venkatraman and Agrawal introduced an inter-router authentication scheme (Venkatraman, 2001) for 

securing AODV (Perkins, 1999) routing protocol against external attacks (such as impersonation attacks, 

replaying of routing control messages and certain denial of service attacks). The scheme is based on the 
assumption that the nodes in the network mutually trust each other and it employs public key 

cryptography for providing the security services. The integrity of routing requests is ensured by the 

originating node hashing the messages and signing the resulted message digest. Recipients of a route 
request can check its authenticity and integrity by computing the hash of a message using the agreed upon 

hash function, compare the computed hash with that attached to the message and verifying the signature. 

―Strong authentication‖ is provided for adjacent pair of nodes which transmit route replies to detect nodes 

which impersonate other nodes. 

SRP 

Papadimitratos and Haas presented secure routing protocol (SRP) (Papadimitratos, 2002). SRP assumes 

the existence of a security associate on between a node initiating a route request query and the sought 
destination. The basic operation is as follows: A source node S initiates a route discovery by constructing 

and broadcasting a route request packet containing a source and destination address, a query sequence 

number, a random query identifier, a route record field (for accumulating the traversed intermediate 

nodes) and the message integrity codes (MIC) (Huang, 2005) of the random query identifier, computed 
using HMAC (Krawczyk, 1997) and the secret key shared between the S and the destination. Intermediate 

nodes relay the route request packet so that one or more query packet(s) arrive(s) at the destination. When 

the route requests reach the destination D, D verifies that  
(a) the MIC is indeed that of the random query identifier, and (b) the sequence number is equal to or 

greater than the last known sequence number from S. If both (a) and (b) hold, D constructs a 

corresponding route reply packet containing the source, destination, the accumulated route in the route 
record field of the request query, the sequence number, the random query identifier and the computed 

MIC of the above. D then sends the route reply to S using the reverse path in the route record field. When 

S receives a route reply packet it validates the info it contains and verifies the computed MIC. If all is 

well, it uses the ascertained route to communicate with D. 

SEAD 

Hu et al., (2002) proposed the Secure Efficient Ad hoc Distance vector routing protocol (SEAD). SEAD 

is a secure proactive protocol which is based on the design of DSDV (Perkins, 1994). SEAD uses one-
way hash chains (Lamport, 1981) for authenticating the hop count values in advertised routes and routing 

updates. For the authentication of the sender of routing update messages, SEAD allows authentication to 

be done using broadcast authentication mechanisms such as TESLA (Perrig, 2002), HORS (Reyzin, 
2002) or TIK (Hu, 2003) which require the network nodes to have time synchronized clocks. 

Alternatively, SEAD allows message authentication codes to be used to authenticate the sender of routing 

update messages; however, this is based on the assumption that shared secret keys are established among 

each pair of nodes. SEAD provides a robust protocol against attackers trying to create incorrect routing 
state in the other node. However, it does not provide a way to prevent an attacker from tampering the next 
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hop or the destination field in route update. In this paper (Lai, 2008) an I-SEAD protocol to solve the 

problem has been proposed. 

SAODV 
Zapata presented Secure AODV (SAODV) (Zapata, 2001; Zapata, 2002; Zapata et al., 2002). SAODV 

uses two mechanisms to secure AODV: digital signatures to authenticate non-mutable fields of the 

routing control messages and one-way hash chains (as is the case for SEAD) (Zhang, 2011) to secure hop 
count information. 

TIARA 

Techniques for Intrusion-Resistant Ad Hoc Routing Algorithms (TIARA) (Yan, 2003; Ramanujan, 2000) 

mechanisms protect ad-hoc networks against denial-of-service (DoS) attacks launched by malicious 
intruders. TIARA addresses two types of attacks on data traffic which are flow disruption and resource 

depletion. 

The innovation is following: 
• Routing algorithm independent approach for dealing with flow disruption and resource depletion attacks 

• Fully distributed, self configuring firewall confines impact of DoS attack to immediate neighborhood of 

offending node 
• Intrusion-resistant overlay routing reconfigures routes to circumvent malicious nodes Wireless Router 

Extension implementation architecture enables TIARA survivability mechanisms to be easily 

incorporated within existing wireless IP routers. 

ARIADNE 
Hu et al., (2002) proposed a routing security scheme called Ariadne which is based on the design of DSR 

(Johnson, 1996). Ariadne uses message authentication code for authenticating routing control messages, 

and it requires time synchronization hardware for synchronizing the release of the secret keys used for 
generating the message authentication codes. Ariadne can authenticate routing messages using one of 

three schemes: shared secrets between each pair of nodes, shared secrets between communicating nodes 

combined with broadcast authentication, or digital signature (Bonny, 2004). 

ARAN 
Sanzgiri and Dahill presented ARAN (Sanzgiri, 2002). ARAN uses digital certificates to secure the 

routing control messages. In ARAN route discovery phase, a source node S constructs a route discovery 

packet (RDP), signs it, attaches its certificate and broadcasts it to its neighbors. When a node A, which is 
a neighbor of S, receives the RDP message, if it has not previously seen this message, it verifies the 

signature using the attached certificate, signs the RDP message, attaches its certificate and broadcasts it to 

its neighbors.  
An intermediate node B which is a neighbor of A, on receiving the RDP message, it validates the 

signature using the attached certificate. B then removes A’s certificate and signature, records B as its 

predecessor, signs the message and broadcasts it to its neighbors. The process continues in this manner 

until a RDP message arrives at the destination D. D selects the first RDP message it received, uses it to 
construct a reply (REP) packet and unicasts it to S using the reverse path. Each node on the reverse path 

back to S validates its predecessor signature using the attached certificate, removes the signature and the 

certificate (if the certificate does not belong to the destination node D), signs the packet, attaches its 
certificate and forwards the packet to the next-hop. Eventually, S should receive the REP with the route it 

seeks. 

ARAN has solution for some attacks but it is also silent about some attacks like black hole attack, denial 
of service attack etc. some research can be done to add functionality to ARAN that is also able to combat 

with above said attack (Mehla, 2010; Sanzgiri, 2002). The advantages of ARAN are that it is secure as 

long as CA is not compromised, confidentiality is guaranteed because of public key encryption, network 

structure is not exposed, and it is resistant to most of the attacks. The disadvantages are that it requires 
extra memory, it has high processing overhead for encryption, and does not use hop count, so the 

discovered path may not be optimal.  
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Byzantine Failure Resilient Protocol  

It proposes to flood both route requests and route replies in order to defend against Byzantine failures 

(Awerbuch, 2002). There are five steps for route discovery. Request Initiation, the source creates and 
sings the request. Request Propagation, the request propagate to the destination via flooding. Request 

Receipt/Response Initiation, the destination verifies the authenticity of the request and creates and signs a 

response. Response Propagation, the node computes the total weight of the path. During Response 
Receipt, when the source receives a response, it performs the same computation and verification as the 

intermediate nodes as described in the response propagation step.  

The Advantage of Byzantine failure resilient protocol is that, as long as there is fault free path, even in a 

highly adversarial controlled network, it will be discovered after bounded numbers of faults have been 
occurred. The disadvantage of the protocol is that it is difficult to design a scheme that is resilient to large 

number of adversaries.  

Secure Position Aided Ad hoc Routing  
The SPAAR protocol was developed with the classical managed-hostile environment in mind, thus meant 

to provide a very high level of security, and sometimes at the cost of performance. Among other things, 

SPAAR also requires that each device to use a GPS locator to determine its position, although some 
leeway is given to nodes using a so-called ―locator-proxy‖ if absolute security is not required. In SPAAR 

packets are only accepted between neighboring nodes one hop away from each other, this is to avoid the 

―invisible node-attack‖. The basic transmission procedure is quite similar to ARAN, although the group 

neighborhood key is used for encryption in order to ensure one-hop communication only. Since all nodes 
also have information on their location they only forward RREQs if their position is closer to the 

destination position (Yasinsac, 2002). The only real security disadvantage currently discovered in 

SPAAR is that the usage of the certificate server and the extreme need to keep this server 
uncompromised. Also, issues still exist with compromised nodes already having valid certificates (Carter, 

2002).  

BLISS 

Building Secure Routing out of an Incomplete Set of Security Associations (BISS) (Capkun, 2003), the 
sender and the receiver can establish a secure route, even if, prior to the route discovery, only the receiver 

has security associations established with all the nodes on the chosen route. Thus, the receiver will 

authenticate route nodes directly through security associations. The sender, however, will authenticate 
directly the nodes on the route with which it has security associations, and indirectly (by exchange of 

certificates) the node with which it does not have security associations. The operation of BISS ROUTE 

REQUEST relies on mechanisms similar to direct route authentication protocols. When an initiator sends 
a ROUTE REQUEST, it signs the request with its private key and includes its public key PKI in the 

request along with a certificate cl signed by the central authority binding its id with PKI .This enables 

each node on the path to authenticate the initiator of the ROUTE REQUEST. The ROUTE REQUEST 

message contains the id of the target node. The node that receives this ROUTE REQUEST authenticates 
the initiator (by verifying the signature on the message), and tries to authenticate the target directly 

through security associations that it has. Only if a node can successfully authenticate both the initiator and 

the target will the node broadcast the message further. In BISS, we use similar route request data 
authentication mechanisms as in Ariadne. BISS exhibits the same resilience as Ariadne, as the security of 

the route establishment in both protocols assumes authentication between the same entities at the same 

stages of protocol execution, but performed with different cryptographic primitives and communication 
assumptions. 

Leash Mechanism 

Hu et al., (2003) presented a mechanism called packet leashes for detecting and defending against 

wormhole attacks. In wormhole attacks, an attacker receives packets at one point in a network, tunnels 
them to another point in the network and replays them into the network from that point. The authors 

proposed two types of packet leashes: geographical leashes and temporal leashes (Rai, 2008). 
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Geographical leashes require a node to know its own geographical location and all nodes must have 

loosely synchronized clocks, whereas temporal leashes require all nodes to have tightly synchronized 

clocks. The leash mechanisms add necessary fields to a packet—for example the time the packet was sent 
and the sender’s geographical location (for geographical leashes)—which allows the receivers to validate 

whether a node is in its transmission range or not. The authors also proposed a secure broadcast scheme 

called TIK which can be used to secure the packet leash mechanisms. 

Trust-based Routing Schemes 

The routing security schemes which fall in this category assign quantitative or qualitative trust values to 

the nodes in the network, based on observed behavior of the nodes in question. The trust values are then 

used as additional metrics for the routing protocols. We commence the review with one of the earlier 
protocols (Chatterjee, 2009). 

SAR 

Yi et al., (2002) proposed a scheme called security-aware ad hoc routing (SAR) (Yi et al., 2002). In SAR, 
nodes are categorized based on their security level. A secret group key is associated with each security 

level and it is shared amongst nodes which are classified at the given security level. SAR incorporates 

security attributes as route discovery parameters, such that a node can specify its preference with regards 
to the security level required for participation in the routing process. Yan et al., (2003) proposed a trust 

evaluation based security solution (Yan et al., 2003). The application of this scheme to MANET routing 

is similar in principle to the design of SAR (Yi et al., 2002), in that the trust (or reputation) of a node is 

used as a routing metric when deciding the next hop of a packet (Lokulwar, 2012). 

Trust Based DSR 

Pirzada and McDonald presented a model for trust-based communication in ad hoc networks (Pirzada, 

2004). In this model, each node passively observes other nodes and assigns quantitative values (which 
range from 0 to +1) to nodes based on observed behavior. The authors proposed an extension of DSR 

(Johnson, 1996) which incorporates the trust model and utilizes trust as an additional routing metric 

(Yong, 2007). 

TAODV 
Nekkanti and Lee presented a trust based adaptive on demand routing proto- col (Nekkanti, 2004). The 

authors articulated that the most effective way of preventing certain routing attacks is to totally hide 

certain routing information from unauthorized nodes. In this regard, the main aim of their proposed 
scheme is to mask the routing path between a source and a destination from all other node. The scheme is 

based on AODV (Perkins, 1999). It stipulates that one of three possible encryption levels be applied to a 

route request packets (RREQ). The encryption levels are high encryption which requires a 128-bit key, 
low encryption which needs a 32-bit key, and no encryption. The security level of a node and the security 

level of an application determine which encryption level is utilized. The general idea is that the more 

trustworthy a node is, the less need there is to hide routing information from this node during a route 

discovery operation. A summary of the route discovery operation is as follows: A source node S which 
desires a route to a destination D constructs a RREQ packet. The RREQ has a field where the application 

can set the security level it requires. The source then utilizes the public key of the destination node D to 

encrypt (with the appropriate security level) the source ID field of the RREQ packet and broadcasts it to 
its neighbors. When an intermediate node receives a RREQ packet it has not previously seen, if it is not 

the destination, it adds its node ID to the packet, signs it then encrypts it using the public key of D and 

broadcasts it to its neighbor. Eventually an RREQ packet should get to D. On receiving an RREQ packet, 
D verifies the signatures, decrypts the encrypted fields and verifies that the nodes in the path have the 

minimum required trust level. If these validation operations succeed, it constructs a route reply (RREP) 

packet and a flow-id and encrypts the RREP and the flow-id with the public keys of the nodes in the 

reverse path to S (in the order that the nodes should receive the RREP packet); then D signs the encrypted 

RREP and broadcasts it to its neighbors. When an intermediate node 𝑛𝑖  receives the RREP it will attempt 

to decrypt it; if the decryption operation fails, 𝑛𝑖  discards the packet; otherwise, it updates its routing 
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table, removes its part of the RREP and broadcasts it to its neighbor. Eventually, the RREP should get to 

the source S which will verify the signature and decrypts the RREP to ascertain the route it seeks 

(Boukerche, 2004).  

SDAR 

Boukerche et al., (2005) proposed secure distributed anonymous routing protocol (SDAR). The main 

objective of SDAR is to allow trustworthy intermediate nodes to participate in routing without 
compromising their anonymity. SDAR utilizes a trust management system which assigns trust values to 

nodes based on observed behavior of the nodes, along with recommendation from other nodes. SDAR 

requires each node to construct two symmetric keys, and shares one with its neighbors which have high 

trust values and the other with its neighbors which have medium trust values. When a node S desires to 
discover a routing path to a destination D, S constructs a routing request packet (RREQ), part of which is 

un-encrypted and the other part encrypted. The un-encrypted part of the RREQ contains necessary routing 

information such as the trust level requirement of the message and a one-time public key T P K. The 
encrypted part of the RREQ packet contains the destination ID, a symmetric key Ks generated by S and 

the private key T SK for the one-time public key T P K, plus other information. Part of the encrypted 

portion of the message is encrypted with the public key for the destination D and the other portion is 
encrypted with the symmetric key Ks. S then encrypts the entire packet with the shared key for the 

appropriate security level of the message and broadcasts it to its neighbors. When an intermediate node 

𝑛𝑖  receives the RREQ packet, it discards the message if it is not able to decrypt it. If 𝑛𝑖  succeeds in 

decrypting the message, 𝑛𝑖  adds its ID and a session key 𝑛𝑖  then signs the portion it added and encrypts it 

with the one-time public T P K embedded in the un-encrypted portion of the RREQ packet; 𝑛𝑖  then 

encrypts the entire message with the key (of the appropriate security) it shares with it neighbors and 

broadcasts the message. Eventually the message should get to D which decrypts the message with the 

appropriate keys. After verifying the signatures, D constructs a route reply (RREP) and encrypts it, first 

using the symmetric key𝐾𝑠S attached, then encrypts it again using the session keys 𝐾𝑖’s in the order that 

the corresponding intermediate node should receive the RREP packet. D then forwards the RREP to its 

neighbor. The neighbor which is the intended next-hop will decrypt its portion of the packet and forwards 
it to its neighbors (one of which will be able to partly decrypt it). The process continues until the RREP 

gets to the source node S which will be able to decrypt the entire packet and ascertain the route it seeks 

(Boukerche, 2004). 
Li and Singhal (2006) proposed a secure routing scheme which utilizes recommendation and trust 

evaluation to establish trust relationships between network entities. The scheme uses a distributed 

authentication model which operates as follows: each network node maintains a trust table which assigns 

a quantitative trust value to known network entities. If a node S desires to know the trust value of a node 

𝑛𝑖   and 𝑛𝑖   is not in S trust table, S sends out a trust query message—to ascertain 𝑛𝑖’s trust value—to all 

the trustworthy nodes in S trust table.  

When a node 𝑛𝑗   receives the trust query message, if 𝑛𝑖  is in its trust table, it sends the indicated trust 

value to S; otherwise it sends out a trust query message— requesting the trust value of 𝑛𝑖—to all the 

trustworthy nodes in its trust table. The process continues recursively until eventually a node which has 𝑛𝑖  

in its trust table forwards the trust value to the node which requested the info, which will in turn forward 
it to the node which sent it the trust query message; and so on, until eventually the response gets to S. S 

consequently uses the responses to compute a trust value for the node in question. This distributed 

authentication model is used to determine the trustworthiness of the network nodes. The end result being 
that nodes which are considered untrustworthy are excluded from routing paths. 

SLSP 

The Secure Link State Protocol (SLSP) (Papadimitratos, 2003) for mobile ad hoc networks is responsible 

for securing the discovery and distribution of link state information. The scope of SLSP may range from a 
secure neighborhood discovery to a network-wide secure link state protocol. SLSP nodes disseminate 

their link state updates and maintain topological information for the subset of network nodes within R 
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hops, which is termed as their zone. Nevertheless, SLSP is a self-contained link state discovery protocol, 

even though it draws from, and naturally fits within, the concept of hybrid routing.  

To counter adversaries, SLSP protects link state update (LSU) (Koltsidas) packets from malicious 
alteration, as they propagate across the network. It disallows advertisements of non-existent, fabricated 

links, stops nodes from masquerading their peers, strengthens the robustness of neighbor discovery, and 

thwarts deliberate floods of control traffic that exhausts network and node resources. To operate 
efficiently in the absence of a central key management, SLSP provides for each node to distribute its 

public key to nodes within its zone. Nodes periodically broadcast their certified key, so that the receiving 

nodes validate their subsequent link state updates. As the network topology changes, nodes learn the keys 

of nodes that move into their zone, thus keeping track of a relatively limited number of keys at every 
instance.  

SLSP defines a secure neighbor discovery that binds each node V to its Medium Access Control (MAC) 

address and its IP address, and allows all other nodes within transmission range to identify V 
unambiguously, given that they already have EV. Nodes advertise the state of their incident links by 

broadcasting periodically signed link state updates (LSU). SLSP restricts the propagation of the LSU 

packets within the zone of their origin node. Receiving nodes validate the updates, suppress duplicates, 
and relay previously unseen updates that have not already propagated R hops. Link state information 

acquired from validated LSU packets is accepted only if both nodes incident on each link advertise the 

same state of the link (Jawandhiya, 2010). 

 Incentive-based Schemes 
Incentives are normally implemented using credits that are given to nodes that cooperate and forward 

packets. In turn network services such as routing is provided only to those nodes that have good credit. 

However, in an incentive based solutions, a node at an unfavorable location may not get enough packets 
to forward and thus may never be able to get credits to forward its own packets. Also in the absence of a 

central authority, ensuring tamper-proof manipulation of the crediting system may be complicated. In this 

section we present a brief description of proposed schemes which attempt to stimulate cooperation among 

selfish nodes by providing incentives to the network nodes (Balasubramaniam) (Chen, 2004). 
Buttyan and Hubaux (2003) proposed an incentive-based system for stimulating cooperation in MANETs. 

The scheme requires each network node to have a tamper resistant hardware module, called security 

module.  
The security module maintains a counter, called nuglet counter, which decreases when a node sends a 

packet as originator, and increases when a node forwards a packet. The operation of the scheme is as 

follows: when a node S desires to send a packet to a destination D, if the number of intermediate nodes on 
the path from S to D is n, then S’s nuglet counter must be greater than or equal to n in order for S to send 

the packet.  

If S has enough nuglets to send the packet, S decreases its nuglet counter by n after sending the packet. 

On the other hand, S increases its nuglet counter by one each time S forwards a packet on behalf of other 
nodes. The value of a nuglet counter must be positive; therefore, it is within a node’s interest to forward 

packets on behalf of other nodes, and refrain from sending large number of packets to distant destinations. 

Zhong, Chen and Yang presented Sprite: A Simple, Cheat-Proof, Credit- Based System for MANETs 
(Zhong, 2003). 

Sprite provides incentive for MANET nodes to cooperate and report actions honestly. Sprite requires a 

centralized entity called a Credit Clearance Service (CCS) (Janzadeh, 2008; Kaushik, 2011) which 
determines the charge and credit involve in sending a message. The basic operation of Sprite is as 

follows: when a node receives a message, the node keeps a receipt of the message. Later when the node 

has a fast connection to a CCS, it reports to the CCS the message it has received/forwarded by uploading 

its receipt. The CCS then uses the receipt to determine the charge and credit involve in the transmission of 
the message. 
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Table 5: Summary of routing security analysis 

Schemes Comments 

 

Schemes which do not address 

packet dropping 

SRP (Papadimitratos, 2002), SEAD (Hu, 2002), SAODV   (Zapata, 

2001), Bliss (Capkun, 2003), Tiara (Ramanujan, 2000) Ariadne (Hu et 

al., 2002), ARAN (Sanzgiri, 2002), Binkley and Venkatraman (2001) 

schemes do not address packet dropping. Byzantine Failure Resilient 
Protocol (Awerbuch, 2002), SPAAR (Yasinsac, 2002) 

 

 

Trust-based 

Schemes 

SAR (Yi et al., 2002) requires shared group keys; therefore it is 
subjected to the key management issues outlined in Section 4.1.1. 

Pirzada and Nekkanti (2004) do not provide protection against packet 

dropping; SDAR (Boukerche, 2005) is subjected to the short comings 
indicated below for Marti et al scheme; Li et al., (2006) scheme can be 

thwarted by dropping the trust query messages. 

SLSP’s security considerations are limited to individual Byzantine 

attackers. The protocol is not claimed to be secure when challenged by 
two or more malicious nodes that collude. 

Incentive-based 

Schemes 

Buttyan et al., (2003) requires tamper resistant hardware and Zhong et 

al., (2003) requires on-line access to a centralized entity; there- fore, 
these schemes are limited in their applications. 

 

Schemes which 

employ detection and isolation 

mechanisms 

Marti et al., (2000) in the author’s own words, has the following 

weaknesses: ―it might not detect a misbehaving node in the presence of 

1) ambiguous collisions,  

2) receiver collisions,  

3) limited transmission power,  

4) false misbehavior,  

5)collusion, and  

6) Partial dropping. 

‖Buchegger et al., (2002) scheme does not provide protection against 
false accusations. The probing technique (Awerbuch et al., 2002; Just  

and Patwardhan, 2003) schemes (Zhong, 2003) utilize, is ineffective 

against intelligent adversaries which selectively drop packets, since the 
probing packets are not completely indistinguishable from other data 

packets. 

 

Schemes which Employ Detection and Isolation  Mechanisms 
This section contains a brief description of schemes which utilize detection and isolation techniques. We 

commence the review with an earlier proposal (Nadeema, 2013).   

Marti et al., (2002) proposed a scheme for militating against the presence of MANETs nodes that agree to 
forward packet but fail to do so. The scheme utilizes a ―watchdog‖ for identifying misbehaving nodes and 

a ―pathrater‖ for avoiding those nodes (Anitha, 2013; Marti, 2000). Each node has its own watchdog and 

pathrater modules. Watchdog operation requires the nodes within a MANET to operate in promiscuous 
mode: meaning that a node that is within the transmission range of a node should be able to overhear 
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communications to and from even if those communications do not involve 𝑛𝑖 . Watchdog is based on the 

assumption that if a packet was transmitted to node for it to forward the packet to node and a neighboring 

node to  𝑛𝑖  does not hear the transmission going from to then it is likely that 𝑛𝑖  is malicious and should 
therefore be assigned a lower rating. Pathrater is responsible of assigning ratings. The rating is assigned as 

follows: when a node become known to the pathrater, is assigned a ―neutral‖ rating of 0.5. The ratings of 

nodes which are on actively used path are consequently incremented by 0.01 every 200 ms; whereas, a 

node’s rating is decremented by 0.05 when a link to the node is surmised to be nonfunctional. ―Neutral‖ 
ratings are bounded with an upper bound of 0.8 and a lower bound of 0.0; but a node always assigns a 

rating of 1.0 to itself. Rather than selecting a path to a given destination based on the number of hops in 

the path, the pathrater selects the path which has the highest average rating. 
Buchegger and Le-Boudec (2002) proposed a protocol called CONFIDANT that aims to detect and 

isolate misbehaving nodes in MANETs. CONFIDANT uses a form of reputation systems (Resnick, 2000) 

where the nodes within a MANET rate each other based on observed behaviors. Nodes that are deemed to 
be misbehaving are placed on black lists and are consequently isolated (Rajaram, 2010). 

Awerbuch et al., (2002) presented a routing security scheme aimed at providing resilience to byzantine 

failure caused by individual or colluding MANET nodes. The scheme utilizes digital signature for 

authentication at each hop, and it requires each node to maintain a weight list consisting of the reliability 
metric of the nodes within the network. The weight list is used in the route discovery phase to avoid 

faulty paths. When faults are detected in established paths, an adaptive probing technique is launched in 

an attempt to detect the faulty links. Faulty links are given decreased rating and are consequently avoided. 
Just and Kranakis (2003) and Kargl et al., (2004) proposed schemes for detecting selfish or malicious 

nodes in an ad hoc network. The schemes involve probing mechanisms which are similar in functionality 

to that of Awerbuch et al., (2002) above. 
Patwardhan and Iorga, 2005) presented a secure routing protocol called SecAODV (Uikey, 2013; Nayak, 

2011). SecAODV is based on AODV but unlike the latter, it requires each node in the MANET to have a 

static IPv6 address. The scheme allows source and destination nodes   to  establish secure  communication 

channel based on the concept of Statistically Unique and Cryptographically Verifiable (SUCV) 
(Montenegro) identifiers (Messerges, 2003) which ensures secure binding between an IPv6 address and a 

key, without requiring any trusted certificate authority (CA). Secured AODV also provides IDS (intrusion 

detection system) for monitoring the nodes’ activities. 
In the above section we briefly describe the well-known basic secure routing protocols and the security 

modifications made on the standard routing protocols in MANET. Table 5 gives a summary of various 

types of secured schemes discussed above, their characteristics and examples. 

Conclusion 
Mobile Ad hoc networks (MANETs) have several advantages compared to traditional wireless networks 

(Tyagi, 2013). These include ease of deployment, speed of deployment and decreased dependency on a 

fixed infrastructure. There have been many studies done in this area to improve the quality and efficiency 
of the routing protocols in MANETs. However unique characteristics of MANETs topology such as open 

peer-to-peer architecture, dynamic network topology, shared wireless medium and limited resource 

(battery, memory and computation power) pose a number of non-trivial challenges to security design. 
These challenges and characteristics require MANETs to provide broad protection and desirable network 

performance. In this paper, we examined the available secure routing protocols in MANETs such  as  

Secure  On- Demand Routing Protocol – Ariadne,  Secure Ad hoc On- demand Distance Vector routing 

protocol – SAODV, Security Aware  Routing  Protocol  – SAR, Secure Efficient Distance Vector Routing 
– SEAD, Secure Link State Routing protocol – SLSP, On-Demand Secure Routing Protocol Resilient to 

Byzantine  Failures,  Authenticated Routing for Ad-hoc Networks – ARAN, Secure Position Aided Ad 

hoc Routing – SPAAR. Thereby dividing the secured routing schemes into four different parts. We 
identify the advantages and disadvantages of each protocol as shown in the previous Tables.    
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A large number of on-demand routing protocols have already been proposed. Each protocol has its own 

key features, which may add positive or negative sides to the protocol. However, on-demand routing 

protocols share their common ability to adopt with the dynamically changing topology of the wireless ad 
hoc networks, in spite of the delay required to find routes to destination nodes. Owing to the vulnerable 

nature of the mobile ad hoc network, there are numerous security threats that disturb the development of 

it. Security mechanisms are therefore necessary to militate against these eventualities. 
These secure routing protocols provide many approaches to secure the MANETs, however there are still 

many open challenges remain unsolved. First, most of the secure routing protocols are designed with 

certain known attacks in mind.  When an unknown attack is encountered, these protocols may collapse. 

Second, achieving higher security always requires more computation on each mobile node. In MANETs 
environment, resources are very limited, thus there will always be a trade between more security and 

more performance. Third, one security solution is being chosen based on which security aspects are most 

important in that environment. However, in many ways these security schemes are not exclusive to one 
another. Forth, until now, many secure routing, data packet forwarding and link layer security solutions 

are proposed. However not all these security solutions provide complete security for MANETs.  
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